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Ahstrct-Stratospheric conditions of direct photodissociation of molecular oxygen by solar radiation in 
the 202-242 urn wavelength range have been determined after introduction of the more recent aeronomic 
parameters : solar irradiances of SUSIM from Spacelub 2, O2 absorption cross-sections, molecular scattering 
cross-sections and OJ absorption cross-sections. The 0, photodissociation frequency has a maximum of 
5.8 x IO-“’ s-l, becomes about 5.3 x IO-“’ SC’ at the stratopause and reaches an isophotolytic level at 
5 x IO- ‘* SC’ for any variation in the adopted O2 absorption cross-section. The accuracy of the 0, absorption 
cross-section should be better than +2.5%, particularly in the 202-220 nm wavelength range to reduce 
the errors in the 0, photodissociation rates at low stratospheric levels to less than f 10%. 

1. lNTRODUCIlON 

In a recent paper (Nicolet and Kennes, 1986), we 
have made an analysis of the aeronomic conditions 
related to oxygen photodissociation in the region of 
the Herzberg continuum. This study was based on 
various parameters available in 1986: solar spectral 
irradiances, molecular oxygen absorption cross-sec- 
tions, molecular scattering absorption cross-sections 
and ozone absorption cross-sections. The obser- 
vational and experimental data available at the 
present time require another analysis. The purpose 
of this paper is, therefore, to determine the photodis- 
sociation of molecular oxygen in the spectral region of 
the Herzberg continuum with the introduction of the 
latest aeronomic parameters. 

2. DATA BASE DESCRIPTION 

Spectral irradiances in the 24&200 nm region have 
been discussed in a recent paper (Nicolet and Kennes, 
1988). The spectral irradiances adopted here are 
deduced from the SWIM data (Solar Ultraviolet 
Spectral Irradiance Monitor) obtained from Spacelab 

2 with a 0.15 nm bandpass (VanHoosier et al., per- 
sonal communication, to be published 1988). They 
correspond to the most recent data (see Nicolet and 
Kennes, 1988) with a systematic difference ranging 
from - 10% to + 10% and random errors of about 
f 10%. The adopted irradiances are given in Table 1 

l Also with : Communications and Space Sciences Lab- 
oratory, Penn State University, University Park, PA 16802, 
U.S.A. 

in intervals of 500 cm _I. The atmospheric scattering 
cross-secttons trMS are determined by the formula 
obtained by Nicolet (1984), from a reevaluation of 
the air scattering cross-section by Bates (1984), 

uh(s = 4.02 x IO-‘*(V/~O“)~+’ (1) 

where 

x = 9.426vf3.89 x lO’/v-0.3228 

and v is in cm-‘. 

(2) 

In order to make a direct comparison with the O2 
absorption cross-sections, the atmospheric scattering 
cross-section may be converted for use with the total 
number of Or molecules, i.e. 

Qus (WEQU = ~(W/~(WJ,S(W = 4.8~~ (3) 

where n(M) and n(0,) are the atmospheric total and 
molecular oxygen number densities (cmm3), respec- 
tively. The numerical values for intervals of 500 cm-’ 
are also given in Table I and may be compared with 
the O2 absorption cross-sections. 

The Oj cross-sections used in this calculation were 
taken from the measurements made by Molina and 
Molina (1986) and the adopted values for intervals 
of 500 cn- ’ are also given in Table I. 

Finally, the adopted absorption cross-sections for 
O2 were deduced from the following formula, which 
will be discussed later, 

a,,,(Or) = 7.5 x 1O-24 exp { -SO[ln (v/5 x 104)*]} 

(4) 

and the numerical values are also shown in Table 1. 
However, the spectral range of the Herzberg con- 
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TABLE 1. .%LAlk SPECTRAL IRRADIANCFS FOR Av = %O Cm-’ AND CORRESPONDING ATTENUATION CROSS- 

SECTIONS IN THE SPECTRAL REGION OF THE ?iERZBERG cONTINUUM OF 02 

Spectral 
interval 

(cm’) 

Photons* 02 

number cross-section 
(cr& s-y (cm2) 

Kut 

scattering 

(cm3 

Molecular 
scattering 

(cm3 

W 
cross-section 

(ctn3 

41,250-41,500 1.67 x 10” 1.03 x Io-u 0.72 x lo-= 
41,50@42,000 1.40 1.23 0.74 
42,00@42,500 1.60 1.54 0.78 
42,50&43,000 1.33 1.88 0.83 
43,00@43,500 1.55 2.27 0.87 
43,50&44,000 1.38 2.69 0.92 
44,00&44,500 1.29 3.15 0.97 
44,500-45,000 I .59 3.63 1.02 
45,00&45,500 1.20 4.12 1.07 
45,50&46,000 1.11 x 10” 4.62 1.13 
46,~,500 8.63 x lOI 5.12 1.19 
46,500-47,000 8.96 5.60 1.26 
47,OtgH7,500 7.73 6.04 1.32 
47,50&48,000 4.84 6.44 1.39 
48,000-48,500 2.88 6.79 1.46 
48,50&49,000 2.41 7.08 1.54 
49,00&49,500 I .92 x IO” 7.30 x lo-% 1.61 

* Solar itradiances at the top of the Earth’s atmosphere. See text. 
t Molecular scattering corresponding to formula (3). See text. 
$ Ozone absorption. See text. 

1.50x lo-2-’ 8.60 x IO-‘* 
1.54 8.09 
1.63 6.98 
1.72 5.91 
1.82 4.92 
1.92 4.03 
2.02 3.23 
2.13 2.56 
2.24 2.00 
2.36 1.55 
2.49 1.19x lo-‘” 
2.62 9.1 I x lo-l9 
2.75 6.99 
2.90 5.43 
3.05 4.35 
3.20 3.64 
3.36 x 1O-2s 3.26 x lo-l9 

tinuum wtll be limited here to 49,500-41,250 cn- ‘, 
since the 500 cm-’ interval 50,000-49,500 cm-’ 
also corresponds to the predissociated 1-O band of 
the Schumann-Runge system. Its additional photo- 
dissociation cannot be neglected and is included in 
the Or predissociated region 57,00&49,500 cm-‘. 

3. THE HERZBERG CONnNUUM 

In our preceding analysis (Nicolet and Kennes, 
1986), we discussed the experimental and theoretical 
results obtained between 1984 and 1986: the lab- 
oratory determinations of Johnston et al. (1984), of 
Cheung et al. (1986) and Jenouvrier et al. (1986), and 
the theoretical determinations of Saxon and Slanger 
(1986). The stratospheric determinations of Herman 
and Mental1 (1982) were also considered. At the 
present time, we can add the results deduced from 
stratospheric observations by Anderson and Hall 
(1986, and 1988 unpublished) based on different 0, 
absorption cross-sections (Inn and Tanaka, 1959 or 
Molina and Molina, 1986). Unpublished laboratory 
determinations by the Harvard-Smithsonian group 
and the Reims group (private communication) may 
be also considered. 

All the various observational, experimental and 
theoretical data are illustrated in Fig. 1. It is clear 

‘1 
L 
1. * * *. . *. . . . * * I 
m soxlo’ 4.5 42 

WAVENUMBER (cm-‘) 

FIG. I. AasoRPnoN CROSS-SECTIONS (cm’) OF THE HERZBERC 
CONTINUUM OF OBSERVATIONAL AND EXPERIMEhTAL DATA 

AND OF THEORETlCAL RESULTS; SEE TEXT. AND NICOLFT AND 
__ ___ ~. that the O2 absorption cross-section varies with an KENNES (1986) FOR ALL REFERENCES. 
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accuracy better than + 10% from about 1 x 1O-24 cm* 
at the threshold near 41,250 cm-’ to about 7.5 x lo-” 
cm’ near 49,500 cm-’ if all the data are included. It 
should be noticed (Anderson and Hall, private com- 
munication) that an analysis based on stratospheric 
irradiances obtained at 40 km and on different O3 
absorption cross-sections (Inn and Tanaka or Molina 
and Molina) may lead to a different interpretation. 

The observations marked Bedford (1986) or (1987) 
in Fig. 1 show the possible differences related to the 
adoption of two different 0, cross-sections in the 
stratospheric determination of the 0, absorption 
cross-section. 

Thus, the various available sets of Herzberg con- 
tinuum cross-sections derived from various obser- 
vational, experimental and theoretical determinations 
lead us to adopt formula (4) to determine the required 
numerical values in the whole spectral range 41,OOG 
55,000 cn-1. 

4. O2 PHOTODISSOCIATION RATES 

The 0, photodlssociation frequency at the top of 
the Earth’s atmosphere for the spectral range 49,50& 
41,250 cn-’ is 5.8 x lo-” s-’ when the aeronomic 
parameters given in Table 1 are adopted. The atmo- 

spheric absorption is negligible above the mesopause, 
and 

JHER(02)85Lm = 5.8 x lo-” s-‘. (5) 

If we adopt the standard model as described in 
Table 2 by Nicolet and Kennes (1986) it can be seen 
that the atmospheric absorption by OZ and Oj begins 
only below 70 km and must be taken into account 
above the stratopause between 50 and 60 km. For 
an overhead sun, the O2 photodissociation frequency 
JHER(OZ) = 5.7 x lo-” s-’ without ozone absorption 
at 50 km and decreases only to 5.3 x lo-” s-l when 
the ozone effect is included. 

There is an isophotolytic level in the photo- 
dissociation frequency JHER(OZ) i.e. a constant 
value for J(0,) even when the adopted cross-sections 
of O2 are different (Nicolet and Kennes, 1986). We 
have determined the aeronomic conditions (Fig. 2) for 
various solar zenith angles (set x = l-4) for differ- 
ences in the O2 cross-sections of f 5% and + lo%, 
respectively. 

Various values indicating the possible differences 
between 35 and 20 km show clearly that the iso- 
photolytic level corresponds to an OZ photo- 
dissociation frequency 

JHER(OZ) = 5 x lo-‘*s-‘, (6) 

TABLE 2. o2 PHOTODISSOCIATlON FRFQUJINCY (S-l) AND PHOTODISSOCIATION RATES (CJII-~ S-l) IN THE 41,250-49,5~ Cm-’ 

REGION OF THE -BERG CONTINUUM 

Altitude Photodissociation 
Oun) frequency and rates secx=l 1.414 2 3 4 

60 

55 

50 

45 

40 

35 

30 

25 

20 

15 

5.71 x lo-‘0 5.68 x lo-lo 5.63 x lo-“’ 5.56 x lo-lo 5.48 x IO-“’ 
7.59 x IO5 7.55 x 105 7.49 x 10s 7.39 x 105 7.29 x lo5 

5.58 x lo-” 5.50 x 10-10 5.39 x 10-‘O 5.20 x lo-” 5.02 x lo-” 
1.36 x lo6 1.34 x 106 1.31 x lo6 1.27 x lo6 1.23 x lo6 

5.25 x IO-” 5.05 x lo-‘0 4.79 x lo-‘0 4.37 x IO_‘0 4.01 x lo-‘0 
2.35 x lo6 2.26 x lo6 2.14 x lo6 1.96 x 10’ 1.79 x 106 

4.45 x 10-‘O 4.03 x lo-‘0 3.53 x 10-‘O 2.86 x lo-lo 2.36 x lo--” 
3.81 x lo6 3.45 x 106 3.02 x IO6 2.45 x lo6 2.02 x lo6 

2.97 x 10-‘O 2.39 x lo-I0 1.82 x lo--” 1.21 x lo-‘0 8.39 x lo-lo 
5.17 x IO6 4.16 x lo6 3.16x lo6 2.10 x 106 1.46 x lo6 

1.42 x lo-” 9.59 x lo-” 5.87 x lo-” 2.79 x lo-” 1.42 x lo-” 
5.22 x lo6 3.50 x 106 2.16 x lo6 1.03 x lo6 5.23 x 10’ 

4.99 x lo-” 2.58 x IO-” 1.10x lo-” 2.93 x lo-‘2 8.43 x lo-” 
4.00 x lo6 2.07 x lo6 8.85 x lo5 2.34 x lo* 6.76 x 104 

1.05 x lo-” 3.39 x lo-‘* 7.58 x 10-l” 6.80 x lo-l4 6.70 x lo-l5 
1.83 x lo6 5.90 x IO’ 1.32 x IO5 1.18 x 104 1.17 x lo3 

1.06 x lo-= 1.52 x lo-” 1.10 x lo-l4 1.43 x 10-16 2.03 x lo-” 
4.09 x 10s 5.00 x 104 4.23 x 10’ 5.54 x 10’ 7.85 x 10-l 

3.93 x lo-l4 1.52 x lo-l5 1.69 x 10-l’ 8.91 x 1O-2’ 5.08 x lo-= 
3.34 x IO’ 1.29 x 103 1.43 x 10’ 7.55 x 10-3 4.31 x 10-h 
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ISOPHOTOLYTIC 

O2 PHOTODlSSOClATlON FREQUENCY h-‘1 

FIG. 2. STRATOSF~IC P~O~DI~CIATION FREQUENCY (s') OF O2 FOR THE 49,50@41,250 cm-’ INTERVAL. 
Photodissociation frequencies deduced for atmospheric model conditions at solar zenith angles x cor- 
responding to set x = 1, 1.414, 2, 3 and 4, respectively. Effects on J(4) of differences of + 5% or f 10% 
in the O2 cross-sections indicated at various altitudes. Isophotolytic levels at J(OJ = 5 x lo-” s-’ shown. 

a value of the order of 10 times less than the maximum 

value (5). Figures 3, 4 and 5 illustrate the details of 

the differences (76) in the abscissa scale of JnRR(OJ 

with the variations of f5% and f 10% in the Oa 

cross-sections for three solar zenith angles set x = 1, 
2 and 4, respectively. The slope of the curves changes 
from positive to negative (or vice versa), at the iso- 
photolytie level JnER(02) = 5 x IO-l2 s-l. The differ- 
ences in f(0,) become greater than the differences in 
the cross-sections when J(4) reaches about lo-l3 
s-l, a value which corresponds in fact to a small 
photodissociation rate as indicated in Table 2, i.e. to 
a dissociation rate of less than 5 x lo4 O2 molecules 
crns3 s-r, practically a negligible number at low levels, 
in the lower stratosphere where the transport pro- 
cesses are more important. 

Table 2 also shows that at 55 km the O2 photo- 
dissociation rate is 1.30x lo6 molecules crnV3 s-l 
(f 5%), an almost constant rate between set x = 1 
(overhead sun) and set x = 4. This corresponds to an 
atomic oxygen production in IO4 s of about 2.5 x IO”, 
i.e. a value similar to the observed O3 number density 
at this altitude. 

An illustration of the total photodissociation rates 
of O2 from 55 to 20 km is given in Fig. 6 after the 
introduction of the effect of the spectral region of the 
Schumann-Runge bands (see Nicolet and Kennes, 
1988). This figure shows that the O2 photodisso~iation 
rate is near 2 x lo6 molecules crn3 s-‘, corresponding 
to an oxygen production of 4 x 10” atoms in lo4 s at 
55 km. Their association with O2 molecules would 
lead to an equivalent production of O3 molecules. 
Thus, the photochemical equilibrium conditions 

should be studied with particular attention between 
50 and 60 km and the ozone con~ntrations should be 
established with great accuracy at atmospheric levels 
in the neighbourhood of the stratopause. 

10-O 1 I I I 
-10 -5 0 +B +lo% 

ISOPHOTOLYTIC 

HERZBERQ CONTINUUM SOLAR ZENITH ANGLE 

t 4s500-4126OOni’ 
x-00 

1 
la-1 I I 

44 -la -5 0% +5 +10 +14 

FIG. 3. gTRATDSPIIRRIC VARIATIONS OF TIIR PHOTO- 
D~IA~ON PREQuRNCY FOR D IPPBRRNCPS IN TIIE 02 

ABSORPTION CROSS-SECTIONS. %X x = 1. 
From small optical depths at f(OJ = 5 x lo-‘* SK’ with 
identical differences - lO%, - 5%, + 5% and + 10% in 0, 
photodissociation frequencies and absorptions cross- 
sections, variations to + lo%, + 5%, - 5% and - 10% near 
J(0,) = lo-” s-’ through an isophotolytic level at 

J(0,) = 5 x 10ei2 s-’ with all differences = 0%. 
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WY 
44 -lo -5 b +5 +m +u 

FIG. 4. STRATOSPHERIC VARIATIONS OF THFJ PHOTO- 

DISSOCIATION FREQUENCY FOR DIFFERENCES IN TH@ 0, 

ABSORI=TIONCROSS-SECTIONS.&CX= 2. 
As for Fig. 3. 

c& fS% AND +10x 

5. THE ACCURACY OF THE 0, 

ABSORF’TION CROSS-SECTION 

The O2 photodissociation frequency in the strato- 
sphere depends strongly on the accuracy of the O3 
cross-section in the 242-202 nm region. The results of 
an effect of differences of f 2.5% and f 5% in the O3 
cross-sections are illustrated in Fig. 7. It is clear (Table 
3) that the effect of such differences in the upper strato- 
sphere is very small but increases rapidly from 35 km 

Y set x-4 

ISOPHOTOLYTIC 

LEVEL 

16 +5 +x) +14 

FIG. 5. STRATOSPHERIC VARIATIONS OF THE PHOTO- 

DIssoCIAnONFREOUeNCYFORDIFFERENCESINTHEo2ABSORP- 

TIONCROSS-SECTIONS.SeCx = 4. 
As for Figs 3 and 4. 

to the lower stratosphere. Numerical values given 
in Table 3 show that a variation T5% in the O3 
absorption cross-section yields a variation of & 10% 
when J(OJ is of the order of 10-r’ s-’ above the 
isophotolytic level (5 x lo-‘* s-l). When J(0,) is 
about lo-” and lo-i3 SC’ the differences increase up 
to 15% and to more than 20%, respectively. Thus, it 
seems that the accuracy of the O3 cross-sections should 
be better than +2.5% for a correct determination of 
J(0,) in the lower stratosphere. A comparison 
between the absorption cross-sections of Inn and 

I I I . 

1 SCHUMANN-RUNGE SANDS 
\I\\ ’ 

60. 1 2 3 

57000-496OOCn+ 

- 2 HERZSERQ CONTINUUM 

2 40- 
49600-4 12SOod 

s 3 TOTAL 

67000-4126Ocni’ 

I I I , I * 
d 10’ d 10’ lo’ 

O2 PHOTODISSOCIATION RATE (cm3 d) 

FIG.~.STRATOSPHRRICPHOTODISSOC~ATIONRATE (cmm3 SC’) OF O2 AT 6O”so~ ZENITH ANGLE. 
Total photodissociation rate corresponding to the Herzberg continuum and Schumann-Runge bands 

(Nicolet and Kennes, 1988). 
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HERZBERQ CONTINUUM t435CO-41250~1113) 
50- 

Jt02)55,m-5.3f0.3x10-ed bed-1 to 4) 

- ACT%- f2.6% AND f 5% 

q.$ XI-lSOPHOTOLYTIC 

I I 1 I I 1 
10-w m-Q lo+ lo-4 la-0 

O2 PHOTODISSOCIATION FREQUENCY (a-‘) 

FIG. 7. STIWIWPHIXIC PHOTODISXUTION PREQUENCY (s-l) of O2 AND AsKK!IA’IlXD DIFFERENCES IN 0, 

CROSS-SECTIONS. 

From small optical depths (55 km), where variations in J(0,) = TO% for differences of -5%, -2.5%, 
+2.5% and 5% in Or cross-sections to important variations of more than f 10% of J(OJ in the lower 

stratosphere. See also Table 3. 

Tanaka (1959) given at 1 nm intervals between 200.2 The differences are reflected by the O2 absorption 
and 228.2 nm and those of Molina and Molina (1986) cross-sections reproduced in Fig. 1 as Bedford (1986) 
given at 0.5 nm intervals is depicted in Figs 8 and 9. and (1987) from the analysis of Anderson and Hall. 
From these two figures it can be concluded that there Table 4 shows that the wavelength interval which plays 
is a systematic difference beginning near 202 nm to at a major role in the photodissociation at and below 35 
least 220 nm where there is (220.2 ntn) a discontinuity km belongs to the spectral range between 220 and 
in the curve deduced from the experimental results of 202 nm. A comparison between the numerical results 
Inn and Tanaka (1959). On the other hand, if the given in Tables 3 and 4 shows that the O2 photo- 
part of the spectrum corresponding to the effective dissociation frequency cannot be less than lo-” s-i 
O2 photodissociation rate in the lower stratosphere, to be certain that, for a difference of 2.5% in the O3 
where the absolute value of the O3 absorption cross- cross-section, the error in the photodissociation rate 
section plays a leading role, is considered (Table 4), will not be more than 10%. The atmospheric optical 
it must be concluded that it is associated with the depth (see Table 4) must be less than 7, i.e. an atmo- 
spectral interval where there is maximum difference spheric transmittance not less than 10m3 in which the 
between the O3 cross-sections of Molina and Molina role of the ozone absorption (column 6 in Table 4) is 
and of Inn and Tanaka. always more than 50%. Thus, particular attention 

TABLE 3. STRATOSPHERIC EFFECT ON THE O2 PHOTODISSOCIATION FREQUENCY OF DIFFERENCES OF T2.5% 
AND T 5% IN TEE ABSOLUTE ABSORPTION CROSS-SECTION OF oz 

Altitude seox=l 
(km) T2.5% T5% 

50 &O% +O% 
45 +0 *0 
40 +1 *2 
35 +2 *4 
30 +3 &6 
25 +6 + IO’ 
20 +7 *15t 
15 *9 *I8 

seox=2 secx=3 secx=4 
f2.5% T5% T2.5% T5% r2.5% T5% 

&O% &I% +O% +l% *l% +l% 

+1 *2 +1 *2 +2 +3 
+2 +3 +2 +4 *3 +5 
+3 zt6 +4 +S +4 *9 
+5 &IO* *6 *13* *7 f 10* 
*8 +16t *I1 +23 *14 f30 
+12 &26 

* J(Od N 1 x 10-l’ * J(Od u 1 x lo-” * J(0,) N 3 x 1o-‘2 * J(OJ rr 8 x lo-” 
tJ(o*) = 1 x 1o-‘2 t J(0,) _u 8 x lo-l3 
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l INN-TANAKA (1666) 

+ MOLINA-MOLINA (I S66) 

. INN-TANAKA (19681 

x DEMORE-RAPER (1664) - 

+MOLINA-MOLINA dO661 

WAVELENGTH hm) WAVELENGTH hm) 

FIG. 8.0, AB~ORPTIONSPECTRUMBETWEEN 200 AND 214nm. FIG. 9.0, ABSORPTION SPECTRUM BETWREN 215 AND 229 nm. 

TABLET. SPECT~ULMTWVALSCORRESPONDINGTOTHEEPPECT~VEPHOTODISSOCIAT~ONPREQUENCY(ATLEAST 
90% OF THE TOTAL)OF o2 IN THE HERZBERG CONTINUUM AND THE CORRE.spoNDING ROLE OF 0, ON THE 

ATbtosPHERICTRANSMllTANCE 

Solar zenith Altitude Interval Interval optical O1 Role JW 
angle (km) &n-v (m) depths (%I (s-‘) 

secy=l 35 45,000-49,500 222 -202 <2 50-90 
30 46,000- 217.5 <2.5 50-85 
25 46,500- 215 - <4 50-80 
20 46,500- 215 - <7 50-70 

set x = 1.414 35 45,50&49,500 222 -202 42 50-90 
30 46,500- 215 - <3 50-80 
25 47,00& 212.5- <5 50-75 
20 47,OOC 212.> <7 50-M 

secw=2 35 
30 
25 
20 

46,00&49,500 
46,50& 
47,000- 
47,500- 

217.5-202 
215 - 
212.5 
210 - 

<2 
<4 
<7 

<IO 

5&80 
50-80 
50-75 
5ck60 

secx=3 35 46,50&49,500 215 -202 <3 50-80 
30 47,OOck 212.5- <5 50-75 
25 47,5o(r 210 - <9 50-70 
20 48,OOCk 208 - >12 45-55 

secx=4 35 46,500-49,500 215 -202 <4 50-80 
30 47,00& 212.5- <7 50-75 
25 48,00@ 208 - <lO 50-60 
20 48,000- 208 - >16 45-55 

1.4 x lo-‘O 
5.0 x lo-” 
1.0 x lo-” 
1.1 x 1o-‘2 

9.6 x lo-” 
2.6 x lo-” 
3.4 x lo-‘* 
1.5 x 10-l) 

5.9 x lo-” 
1.1 x lo-” 
7.6 x lo-” 
1.1 x lo-l4 

2.8 x lo-” 
2.9 x lo-l2 
6.8 x lo-l4 
1.4 x lo-l6 

1.4 x lo-” 
8.4 x lo-” 
6.7 x IO-” 
2.0 x lo-‘* 
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should be given to the determination of the absolute 
accuracy of the absorption cross-sections of 0, and 
0, in the 202-222 nm region. 

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The absorption in the 202-242 run wavelength 
range by O2 in the Herzberg continuum is the direct 
dominant source of odd oxygen in the stratosphere 
and is at the same time a source of the atmospheric 
opacity in the stratosphere. However, the 0, absorp- 
tion contributes greatly to the diminution of the atmos- 
pheric transmittance particularly at low stratospheric 
levels. Particular attention should first be given to 
specific spectral regions playing the most important 
role in the O2 and 0, absorption processes in order to 
increase the accuracy of aeronomic parameters in the 
stratosphere. 
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